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Learning Objectives
1. Explore the challenges and opportunities that climate change
poses for public gardens and parks.
2. Learn methods for planning and updating arid public landscapes
to manage water as a vital resource.
3. Understand how public gardens and parks reduce reliance
on potable water while maintaining a place of refuge and oasis.
4. Gain insight into the benefits of collaboration between
landscape architects and engineers.
Panelists

Dennis Meyer, ASLA, LEED AP

Erin English, PE, LEED AP

Brice Maryman

dmeyer@migcom.com

eenglish@biohabitats.com

bmaryman@migcom.com

Dennis is a principal landscape
architect with MIG|Portico. He has
demonstrated versatility and skill
in rising to the diverse challenges
offered by public gardens, zoos,
parks and visitor centers. His
dedication to community and
storytelling through landscapes
is reflected in his enduring
commitments to projects that span
a decade or more. His projects
capture a deep sense of place and
apply innovative design solutions to
create spaces that meet the needs
of people, plants and animals. He
views every project as a legacy to
future generations, the landscapes
often taking a lifetime to mature to
their full richness and beauty.

Erin brings 15 years of engineering
expertise to her work in innovative
water master planning, wastewater
treatment, stormwater treatment,
and water reuse projects. As a
senior engineer with Biohabitats,
a firm focused on ecological
restoration, conservation planning
and regenerative design, she
applies ecological justice and
resilient water design to her
ongoing daily engineering practice.
Her experience includes numerous
landmark high-performance
building projects that prioritize
water, including Living Building
Challenge™, Net Zero water, the
Sustainable SITES Initiative and
LEED® projects. Her portfolio
includes the Sidwell Friends
School Wastewater Wetlands and
the Omega Institute Center for
Sustainable Living.

Brice is a senior landscape
architect at MIG|SvR, focused on
designing and planning places
that advance the vitality of
urban ecosystems and human
environments. Whether working on
children’s learning environments,
green stormwater infrastructure
or public streetscapes, he is
passionately concerned with the
vitality of urban environments and
the health of human ecosystems.
The American Society of Landscape
Architects, American Planning
Association, King County and the
City of Seattle have recognized his
work. He also recently completed
service on Seattle’s Green Ribbon
Commission and as the Technical
Advisory Committee Chair for
Planning and Design for STAR
Communities.
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Principal
MIG|Portico

Senior Engineer
Biohabitats, Inc.

Senior Landscape Architect
MIG|SvR

Overview
Changes are coming to the Western United
States
A. Heat
B. D
 rought & changing precipitation patterns
C. Plant & animal migration
D. Resilience

Public landscapes offer opportunities to embed
resilience & create places of great beauty
A. Educate the public
B. R
 educe overall costs
C. Embed triple bottom-line thinking
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D. Be more strategic with resources

Public Garden Landscapes: Descanso
Gardens, La Cañada Flintridge, CA
Gardens are evolving and upgrading
with a sustainable water context at
the heart of their strategies to secure
their water future while still providing
a public garden’s traditional role as a
refuge and oasis.
Goals
A. Understand water challenges, quantities,
and reuse opportunities, and devise an
integrated strategy where the landscape,
lake and water features together manage
water for quality and as a precious resource.
B. Look for opportunities to infiltrate storm
water, daylight and expose flows, and improve
habitat quality for aquatic and bird species.
C. Renovate the lake through an ecological
filtration approach that benefits both
aesthetics and habitat value.

Long Range Concept and Water Plan
A. Work toward Descanso’s net-zero goals
by emphasizing abundance rather than
scarcity. Explore the most plentiful on-site
resources and capitalize on them.
B. A
 nalyze and benchmark all of the resource
flows across the site, looking at water,
waste, and energy. Identify each gallon of
water, ton of waste, and kilowatt-hour of
energy used.
C. Craft a conceptual plan that guides the
site and infrastructure design; describe the
actions that would be needed to reach net
zero in the year 2025.
D. Articulate the Gardens’ future legacy—to
become self-sufficient in its use of water
and energy, and self-contained in terms of
waste disposal and recycling.
E. Develop a conceptual plan theme that
gives the future Descanso a brand
position and identity that rings true in
every garden experience: “Descanso
Gardens is an oasis of beauty, designed
to refresh the mind, spirit, and body.
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A walk through the Gardens reveals the
structure of nature in this environment
shaped by water. Its choices of plants and
places are based on water-wise and firesmart use of elemental resources—sun,
soil, and water—and the Gardens’ goal of
education through demonstration.”

Entry, Parking and Operations Project
A. Renovate the 4-acre parking lot to capture
and infiltrate storm water and as the
location for installing significant clean energy
production, making Descanso Gardens a
model of sustainable design in action.
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B. Implement dozens of small improvements
to conserve water, reduce energy use, and
reduce our solid waste stream.
C. Develop a new parking lot and new solar
energy production equipment that will
provide the Garden visibility, impact and
persuasiveness.

Lake & Water Promenade
A. Articulate the project’s organizing idea to
“Celebrate Descanso’s wise use of water—
it sustains our plants, these cherished
landscapes and each of us.”
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B. R
 espond to—and celebrate—the ways
water flows over the shape of the land.
The concept organizes and integrates
Descanso’s water sources, water uses for
the garden and the visitor experience by:
•

Improving and enhancing the water
quality,
systems
experience.
quality,
systems
andand
experience.

•

 nhancing pedestrian circulation around
E
a water-oriented grand promenade.

•

 nifying plant collections that respond
U
to the unique California natural and
cultural conditions around the Lake
and along the Water Promenade.
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C.Experience water as it tumbles down the
arroyos that concentrate stormwater flow from
the upland ridges and slopes into the Lake.
D. Divert stormwater from its concrete course
and direct it to a naturalized bioswale for
a portion flowing through the northern
Winery/Flint Canyon Channel.

Integrating Water with Play & Learning
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How do we create an ecological
playground that teaches about nature,
sustainability, water and place?
Case Study: Beacon Mountain, Seattle, WA
A. Problem definition: destination playground
with an ecologically-driven design
imperative
B. S
 ocial equity: historically under-invested
areas of the city
C. High-performance landscape
1. L ooking at systems of geology, hydrology,
biology and sociology along with the
site’s inherent metabolism
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2. Defined strategies that achieved
multiple objectives
3. D
 esign responded by creating an
ecologically-performative recycling
sprayground
D. Project accomplishments
1. S
 aved the parks department
$175k annually
2. Installed raingardens and native
and adaptive vegetation
3. Included blackwater fed drip irrigation
4. Used reclaimed materials
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5. Installed privately-financed,
publicly-owned solar panels

Notes
Science/Ecology

Community Organizations

Design/Planning

Resources
https://www.descansogardens.org/
http://beaconhill.seattle.wa.us/tag/beacon-mountain/
www.biohabitats.com
www.porticogroup.com
www.svrdesign.com
www.migcom.com
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